Inflammatory Bowel Diseases and their Associated Risks
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Editor Note

Journal of inflammatory bowel diseases disorders volume 1 issue 1 had published research articles of current research interest contributed from across the world.

Many epidemiological studies have searched for the elements that may shed light on the etiology of IBD, particularly in pediatric siblings. Researcher aims to study about the pediatric siblings Inflammatory Bowel Disease (IBD). The findings state that antibiotic exposure or other environmental factor may be responsible for the present cause [1].

Present study investigated the correlation of infliximab (IFX) trough concentration to the clinical remission (CM) and mucosal healing (MH). Results depict that study found a significant association between IFX trough level with CR and MH. The study concludes that therapeutic drug monitoring is an important diagnostic tool for IBD patients and should routinely be implemented to optimize the outcome of the treatment [2].

Mention about the author purpose of present investigation is to examine the role of miRNAs in regulating DEFA5 expression using Caco-2 cells as a model of Paneth cells, which could further implicate both IBD pathogenesis. Investigation founds that miR-124 and miR-924 negatively regulate DEFA5 mRNA and protein expression [3].

Study on inflammatory bowel diseases had vital and wide applications and aims to identify the educational needs and barriers along with the factors associated with non-adherence among inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) patients. The study identified the factors associated with IBD patients and the findings can be used to develop educational resources to improve the adherence among IBD patients [4].
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